
 

 
 
Tongariro   Alpine   Crossing,   Tongariro   National   Park  
 
At   1120m,   Mangatepopo   car   park   sits   360m   higher   than   Ketetahi   car   park   at   the   opposite   end,   making   it   the  
obvious   starting   point   for   the   crossing.   
The   first   hour   and   a   half   of   the   track   follows   the   true   left   of   the   Mangatepopo   River   on   an   easy   path   with   some  
boardwalk   sections.   
The   Devil’s   Staircase   is   the   first   sustained   climb   of   the   track,   offering   no   respite   for   half   an   hour.   From   here,  
cross   South   Crater   before   the   push   to   the   Red   Crater   ridgeline.   
If   visibility   is   poor   here,   DOC   advises   turning   back.   
The   ascent   to   Red   Crater   isn’t   as   intense   as   Devil’s   Staircase,   and   it   soon   levels   out   on   a   small   plateau.  
From   here,   a   short   climb   reaches   the   humpy   Red   Crater   summit,   and   the   scree   descent   to   Emerald   Lakes.  
Most   walkers   descend   without   trouble,   but   steep   drop-offs   remind   of   the   danger   here.  
The   track   continues   to   flat   ground   at   Central   Crater,   which   is   crossed   easily   before   the   last   decent   climb   to   the  
ridge   overlooking   Blue   Lake.   
The   first   hour   of   the   descent   to   Ketetahi   follows   sweeping   switchbacks   down   the   easy   gradient   of   the   northern  
slope,   overlooking   Lake   Rotoaira,   Taupō   and   the   car   park.  
Toilets   can   be   found   at   the   site   of   the   old   Ketetahi   Hut,   demolished   after   suffering   damage   in   the   2012   eruption  
of   Te   Maari   Crater.   
From   here,   the   track   descends   below   the   bushline,   and   the   final   stretch   of   intermittent   stairs.  
The   gradient   soon   eases   as   the   track   crosses   a   lahar   zone,   and   onto   the   last   leg   before   the   car   park.  
 
Wild   File  
Access    Mangatepopo   car   park  
Grade    Moderate   
Time    7-8hr  
Distance    19.4km  
Total   ascent    1024m  
Topo50   map    BH34  
 
 
Elevation   Profile  
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as  

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no  
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and  

compass   to   find   Around   the   Mountain   Circuit,   Egmont   National   Park  
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